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Rexroth ROKIT aXessor

Your GUI for Powerful Software and Hardware

The ROKIT aXessor by Bosch Rexroth is an intuitive graphical user interface 
(GUI) enabling central access to all ROKIT components. The comprehensive 
technologies and high-performance software and hardware solutions can be 
controlled and linked with the clear and user-friendly interface of the ROKIT 
aXessor. No expert knowledge is required to use the ROKIT aXessor ‒ which 
ramps up the efficiency of integration, setup and operation.

Optimal transparency of your ROKIT components
Visualize your entire fleet and stay in control of the system with the help  
of the ROKIT aXessor. The graphical user interface enables you to easily 
manage your fleet by pooling processes and work steps.

User-centered operation makes the difference
The ROKIT aXessor offers you a completely new kind of industrial user 
interface, because it was developed from the user’s perspective. The  
modern gamification approach, combined with Bosch Rexroth’s know-how 
and feedback from ROKIT aXessor users, guarantees you an easy
introduction to all ROKIT products and their inspirational use.

STAY ON TOP OF THINGS

 ▶ Central access to ROKIT  
components

 ▶ Fleet administration and  
visualization

 ▶ Efficient commissioning and  
operation

 ▶ Targeted feedback via notifications
 ▶ Traceability and system overview

YOUR EASY CONTROL  
CONCEPT

 ▶ One control concept for all ROKIT 
components

 ▶  Clear, wizard-supported operation
 ▶  Compatible with various operating 

systems (Linux/Windows)
 ▶  Customizable (light/dark mode; 

multilingual)
 ▶  Gamification: intuitive, inspiring 

and interactive use
 ▶ User-friendly: no expert knowledge 

required

Quick start ‒ Express mapping
The easiest and fastest way to record the environment  
and kick-start the localization.

Fleet manager 
Allows easy and intuitive management and operation  
of the ROKIT Locator fleet.

Visual recording  
Supports the commissioning of complex use cases  
through live mapping. 

Reference alignment 
Alignment of the ROKIT Locator map to an existing  
coordinate system. 

Central map management 
Allows an efficient handling of the maps of the entire 
ROKIT Locator fleet. 

Live view 
Visualization of the entire ROKIT Locator fleet.

Manual map alignment  
Adjust the map with offsets and rotations. 

Masking 
Hides vehicle contours in sensor data. 

Map expansion 
Allows users to extend existing maps as well as to 
replace map zones. 

Event center 
Quick and organized access to all notifications of the ROKIT 
components. 

Various login options 
Enables the user to log in flexibly and situationally.

Security 
Secure state-of-the-art communication with certificates.

Licensing 
Deploys a new license to ROKIT components and provides 
an overview of all licensed devices and their status. 

Support 
Quick and easy support with automatically generated 
reports.

ROKIT aXessor* Features
* depends on the selected ROKIT components

Have we sparked your interest?  
Please contact us at robotics@boschrexroth.de and discover the ROKIT aXessor.


